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Introduction: 
Homelessness in the UK has gained a lot of media attention as it is fast being accepted as a                   
serious nationwide problem. In the UK benefit cuts, failed asylum, mental health issues,             
prostitution, drug abuse and domestic violence are some of the salient issues surrounding             
homelessness. However from region to region, within the UK and internationally the causes and              
nature of homelessness vary vastly. The intention of our project was to explore this by gaining                
objective experience by traveling to Nicaragua. 
 
Why Nicaragua? 
 
It was important for us to select a country that was significantly different from the UK in multiple                  
ways. With, literally, a world to choose from we narrowed our selection to Spanish speaking               
countries as we both had some pre existing spanish language skills. This had a pragmatic               
benefit and also gave us incentive and opportunity to further improve our Spanish.  
 
Nicaragua was an obvious choice. A beautiful country in Central America with a diverse              
population, a turbulent political history and difficult economic situation. Furthermore it offered us             
a safe option compared to other central and south american countries, giving us the freedom to                
explore any part that we fancied within reason. Finally we were both intrigued to explore the                
issues in a country with a political history far removed from our own, a country where ‘Socialism’                 
was not taboo, the rise and fall and rise again of Daniel Ortega and the Sandinistas, a nation for                   
whom civil war over political ideology was still fresh in the minds of the middle age generation.  
 

 
The view from a lookout tower on the border of Nicaragua and Honduras. 

 



 

Why Homelessness? 
 
At the onset of the project, we were final year medical students with an interest in health                 
inequalities and inequities. Homelessness is a risk factor for greater ill-health and premature             
death ; on any one night in England in 2014 2,744 people slept rough, this is a 55% rise on                   1

2010.  2

 
Over the four years we spent studying at Warwick our shared experiences and contact with               
issues surrounding homelessness in the midlands has been more extensive than most. We             
organised fundraising projects , volunteered at homeless shelters , conducted research         3 4

projects , and have set up a homeless shelter in Leamington Spa that is entering its second                 5 6

year. Now as doctors we both volunteer at homeless shelters in our respective cities. 
 
We feel privileged to have such intimate exposure to such a neglected tranche of society; to talk                 
to homeless people directly; to hear their stories and the issues as they see them. Though we                 
do work to help them, we have personally gained a great deal that we have carried into our                  
current lives as doctors. 
 

Scope 
A description and discussion upon the key points of our personal subjective experiences of              
homelessness and poverty in Nicaragua. This report will briefly compare homelessness in the             
UK and Nicaragua, but will not attempt to make any concrete judgements as it would not have                 
been possible to reliably gather the relevant information in our time in Nicaragua.  
 
Our trip to Nicaragua was full of fascinating observations about cultural, political and economic              
differences to England, however these are only mentioned in the report insofar as they make a                
comment on homelessness and poverty.  

Limitations 
Our main limitations were time, language, and integration into local life. With only three weeks in                
the country we could not see and experience everything it had to offer. 

Though both of us retain a conversational proficiency in Spanish, our knowledge of the              
language proved at times limiting. The language barrier meant, in more complex discussions on              

1 ‘Homelessness is a Healthcare Issue’ - Prof Aidan Halligan, Journal for the Royal Society of Medicine 
2 Government statistics as reported by Crisis UK 
3 We founded Rawkus which raised 15 tonnes of food and 200 crates of kitchenware and toiletries for 
homeless and migrant charities 
4 Through student society Homed Warwick which we started in 2013 
5 Coventry Homelessness Health Needs Assessment, due for completion February 2016 
6See www.facebook.com/LeamingtonWinterSupport for details 

 

http://www.facebook.com/LeamingtonWinterSupport


 

politics for example, much of the nuances of the conversations may have been lost to us.                
Conversely we did have a translator for large portions of the trip and our spanish improved to a                  
good conversational level meaning we could normally communicate effectively.  

Lastly, our experience of Nicaragua was as involved as we could make it, visiting rural               
villages and staying with locals where we could, but we could not however fully integrate into                
local life in such a short time and often had to stay in hostels and lead a more typically tourist                    
trip. However we were perhaps permitted more stealth than the average Western tourist given              
our ethnic background, in particular Charles’, and the confluence of ethnicities that have             
interbred for thousands of years and now populate Nicaragua. 
 

 
Panoramic view from one corner of Scott’s coffee farm. 
 

Structure of the report 
 
In our report we will avoid a chronological representation of events and elect to explore the                
events thematically. Certain tropes and ideas permeate multiple discrete experience, and there            
will be overlap however where possible we will utilise certain experiences to emphasise             
particular realisations that are of importance to us.  

 



 

“Associacion Salve un Generacion”: Save a Generation 
charity 

 
ASG doctor and our guide Otto’s clinic at Save a Generation. 
 

One of the reasons we chose Nicaragua was due to a personal connection to the region through                 
Vishal’s Nicaraguan born sister in law who’s cousin, Maira, is a leader in ‘Association Salve Un                
Generacion’ (aka ASG) or Association Save a Generation. We chose to place ASG at the start                
of our journey as the group had a clear organisational structure with easy access to multiple                
facets of poverty in Nicaragua (such as access to villages that were hours away from the main                 
towns) that gave us a clear direction for our enquiry and they provided us with a translator and                  
guide for the duration of the trip which proved invaluable. 
 

 



 

 
The inside of one of the huts of a rural village, the women kindly show Vishal around. 
 
ASG started as a mission with Ronald Lee Coffer, a pastor from America’s deep South,               
travelling from village to village spreading the word of God. However he was surprised to be met                 
with hostility and realised he needed to meet the basic material needs of the hungry villagers                
before attempting to engage with their spiritual needs. 

 

 
Stores of fortified food used by the charity to feed the local children. 
 

 



 

Through his experiences in Nicaragua, Ronald Lee Coffer felt a need to transform what he felt                
was a pervasive Nicaraguan attitude towards poverty that was fundamentally passive rather            
than self empowering and independent. Nicaragua, he argued, is like many other developing             
countries where dependency on aid is a phenomenon from the macroscopic level of             
international development, down to the microscopic level of internal aid. He fostered the notion              
that people need to change their attitudes to development and reject a dependency culture on               
foreign aid. He encourages people of his church to give their time, money and skills to help each                  
other. In May 2016 they raised $3,000 from one day of ‘stop traffic light collections’ in Managua.                 
The statistic that 70 - 80% of funds for ASG come from fellow Nicaraguans is a testament to this                   
attitude. 
 

 
A game of “Gato y Raton” after food. 

 
During our time with ASG we had the opportunity to visit small communities that were hour long                 
jeep rides away from towns that even the most adventurous tourists would seldom visit. We               
were welcomed into huts, arable farmland, and picturesque villages. People, it seemed, had             
many of their material needs satisfied though to a minimal standard often through sharing              
amongst families, friends, and intricate village political structures. Recently earthquakes had           
ravaged many of the villages we visited, floods destroyed their only roads and directly limited               
the movement of goods and labour to market. 
 

 



 

 
Charles with children from ASG. 
 
This environment was vastly different from the sprawling and bustling capital city of Managua.              
Translating through Otto we questioned the women of the villages (as all the men were off                
working) and explored their economic and political situation. We learnt that village life was              
fundamentally based upon a handful of individuals who had relatives in wealthier foreign             
countries, whether this be America, Honduras or Costa Rica, and accordingly would send             
money back to Nicaragua. This money would then “trickle down” throughout the village in a               
genuine way as in Nicaragua, if you have money you pay someone to do your daily tasks such                  
as unloading your shopping from the car or cleaning your house. In this way money was brought                 
into the villages that would otherwise see very little investment from the state and the Ortega                
regime, a source of constant debate between Nicaraguans. 
 

 



 

 
A typical hut from a rural village in the Somotio region. 
 

The lack of a welfare state was clearly evident. We met single mothers with their first children                 
who had received no support from the state, despite the fact that government slogans and               
propaganda stated they were for the poor and social equality. We felt this was largely due to                 
lack of resources. However distribution of government lead wealth and subsidies was patchy             
and often politically led (something we discovered in Bluefields rather than this part of our trip). 

 
 
 
 

Left: After a long game of “tag” the children from a centre in Somotio catch Otto the doctor from ASG 
(who doubled as our guide and translator). Right: he local children participating in bible study before their 
food. 

 



 

 

 
 
A wild parrot that was particularly attached to a local child from the village (he would sit on her shoulder in                     
church). 
 
The charity project is ambitious, with its origins in America, spreading initially to Nicaragua and               
crossing proximal borders to Honduras and Costa Rica. From our perspective it seemed that              
ASG was very efficient in its distribution strategy, integrating itself well with other international              
organisations to deliver nutritious supply of food to their population. They find creative ways to               
cook their staple - an enriched rice and soya blend and in Managua, the capital city from which                  
ASG operated, they were able to provide meals four times a week to over 30 parents and                 
children. In the end we came to feel that it didn’t matter what ASGs religious beliefs were, we                  
found the most important thing was the charity was running an amazing project that was               
delivering psychological and emotional support to a huge amount of people of Central America. 

 
 
One of the   
villages we were   
shown round,  
pigs and other   
animals roam  
free amongst the   
makeshift 
housing. 
 

 



 

The Caribbean Coast: Bluefields 
 

After visiting Scott we took a long coach journey to Bluefields, the major town on the Caribbean                 
coast of Nicaragua. Here, the faces look very different to inland Nicaraguans. Most of the               
inhabitants of the villages and towns are afro-caribbean or a mixture of a variety of the local                 
indigenous tribes such as the Miskitos. Interestingly many villages we visited in the Lagunas de               
las Perlas have resisted inter ethnicity breeding that seems to have produced the broad              
spectrum of mainland Nicaraguans. Many communities are Garifuna: “Black Caribs” of African            
descent, or ‘Red and Yellow Caribs” like the indigenous Indian Miskito tribes. The larger the               
town and closer to major transport links the more we experienced cohabitation between different              
groups however they still maintained a sense of cultural identity that we did not encounter               
anywhere else. 

 

 
A typical view through a market in Nicaragua. 
 

The people here are very poor as the wealth they generate from the sea is funnelled inland                 
towards Managua. However, due to sheer abundance of natural resources, they are still able to               
feed themselves so few go hungry, unlike in the capital. A local man with a boat (he bought the                   
boat with a high interest rate that took him years to pay back - a common way of financing this                    
sort of purchase in Nicaragua) took us out for the day to see the local tribes. We were shown                   
round their villages and were shown how the sea was eroding their territories. The government               

 



 

had put some measures in place, but we were told were unwilling to invest the required money                 
to prevent further erosion of their shore lines. 

 
Locals challenge each other to     
checkers, the loser moves on     
and a new challenger enters. 
 
 
We asked most people we     
met about politics and religion     
and the impact either had on      
their personal wealth or    
perceptions of poverty. On    
the mainland, though political    
propaganda reflecting  
socialist principles was all    
pervasive from being oriented    
on billboards, t-shirts and    
even branding people’s   
houses and vehicles, we    
tended to find that religious     
belief and action seemed to     
be more influential. Trust in     
the political system was low     
and though not many had     
much negative to say about     
Ortega and the Sandinistas,    
they were impartial at best.  
 
In the ‘South Caribbean    
Coast Autonomous Region’,   
including Bluefields and the    

Islas de las Perlas and their communities, attitudes were generally different. They were explicitly              
critical of the Sandinistas and their political ideology. Charles looked into the history of the issue                
and discovered that at a certain point the Sandinistas made a decision to neglect the Garifuna                
and Moskitos, deeming them of little political significance, something that has not been forgotten              
by the local people. Whilst in La Fe, a Garifuna community being eroded by the ocean, we were                  
shown the shoddy government attempts at showing they cared about these neglected groups-             
with half started coastal conservation works that were little more than moulding billboards of              
false promise explaining what the project aimed to create. 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
Vishal and Charles travel to the      
indigenous villages. 
 
Bluefields is very isolated from the      
rest of Nicaragua and can only be       
reached by speedboat or by plane.      
Flying is very expensive so we opted       
to drive and take a boat. On our        
return journey we encountered first     
hand how underinvested the east     
coast of Nicaragua is, when our bus       
got stuck for several hours after a       
downpour that destroyed the roads.     
We had to build a makeshift road       
ourselves out of rocks and sticks for       
the bus to be able to cross. We        
heard stories from the locals that at       
times the rivers flood so bad that the bus cannot pass and passengers have to risk crossing the                  
rivers on foot, wading in water up to their chest in order to get the bus on the other side;                    
inevitably many have lost their lives doing so. 

 
One of the Moskito    
villages, we sit with    
the village elder, talk    
and eat some local    
food. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Church in Granada in Nicaragua. 
 

 
Mural 
depicting the  
inevitable 
trudge of  
humanit 
towards 
death. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

The Coffee Mountains of Nicaragua with Scott 
 
Part of the reason we chose Nicaragua is that we had a few connections there that would grant                  
us access to experiences that a tourist would never otherwise have. As such we met up with                 
Scott, a friend of Charles’ cousin. Scott is a retired teacher who has moved to the coffee                 
growing mountains of Nicaragua to set up a farm where he has hired and looked after a small                  
number of staff in order to make the most difference he can with the fortune he’s had from life.                   
He pays people $4 per day of labour, slightly more than the socially accepted minimum wage for                 
a labourer in Nicaragua. 

 

 
Vishal and Charles enjoy the evening on Scott’s coffee farm. 
 
He teaches some of his volunteers English and helps them with driving lessons and whatever               
else he can. By setting up this farm he has created a small local economy where his money and                   
profits from the business sustain and improve all those involved which was incredibly inspiring              
to see. The plot of land he owns has awesome natural beauty but was extremely cheap by                 
western standards. In total he spent $50,000 to acquire 22 acres of prime farmland. It really                

 



 

opened our eyes to the amount of good that can be done by one person with only a modest                   
state pension.  
In order to show us another side to homelessness in Nicaragua, Scott took us to see one of his                   
friends Amanda who runs a charity called “Proyecto Brazos Abiertos”. This was quite an              
emotional interaction as we saw many similarities between both the nature of the poverty being               
addressed and the manner in which it was done. 
 
 

 
The back of the PBA complex. The green building is the main centre and to the right of Vishal they are                     
building a new wing. 
 
Amanda runs an orphanage for young street workers, many of whom are homeless and most of                
whom are addicted to sniffing glue. Whereas the poverty we had met in the villages was due to                  
lack of financial opportunity and economic development, here we saw the impact of broken              
homes, drug addiction and the anonymity of the city. The typical cycle she described was               
families that grew uncontrolled by contraception or social norms of family planning, as well as               
families perpetually disrupted by men that had multiple partners (often upgrading their previous             
childbearing partners for younger alternatives) and also had the attitude of kicking children out              
of the house at a very young age so that they can start contributing to the family wealth.                  
Children would start working on the street doing menial jobs such as selling newspapers or fried                
stale Nicaraguan staple snacks. As they gained financial power they start spending it on ‘cool’               
items like drugs, cigarettes, alcohol, and gambling. However fundamentally they work           
excruciating hours, still have to pay money to their bosses and families, sleep on the street in                 
fear of their own safety, and as such most use glue sniffing as a crutch. 

Amanda, an American social worker, was travelling through central america and was            
exposed to some of these issues whilst running an ad hoc feeding station she set up herself.                 

 



 

Importantly she also saw the lack of suitable rehabilitation facilities for addicts. The only ones               
that existed provided no medical or psychological support and essentially enlisted the children in              
slave labour. On return from rehab - after traumatic but technically successful detoxification -              
children rapidly slipped into old habits. Tired of seeing this repetitive cycle she asked one family                
and child who she knew if after rehab she could take the child into her home and help him                   
assimilate into a more sustainable mode of existence.  

 
 

 
Scott on his front porch on the coffee farm. 
 
The project she runs now houses 12 young people ranging in age from 7 to 17. They support                  
and teach each other emotionally and academically creating a family of ex-street kids. The              
conditions are that each child must attend school, all engage in sports and physical activities,               
Sundays are family days when children must visit their families. On top of this most of the                 
children work some kind of job but one which is more skilled based and more akin to an                  
apprenticeship of sorts. Some of the children now have their own key to the property and 2 are                  
about to move into their own outhouse, reflecting their independence and the trust given to               
them as transformed adults. 

 



 

Amanda saw a problem and a simple solution and fearlessly plunged into making it              
happen, driven by a deep seated compassion and desire to eradicate suffering. She says she               
initially received little support from other charities and organisations and did not really seek              
governmental approval for what she was doing due to political tensions from a westerner              
“medling”. With small amounts of investment from a few organisations she has been able to rent                
a property and is looking into buying another. 

Through our discussion with Amanda we felt Scott had been inspired to help her out               
more as he offered her more of his farm produce and agreed to take some of the children to the                    
farm on a regular basis to escape the city. 

 

Conclusions 
 
We had a stimulating discussion about notions of social prejudice against the poor and              
homeless, something we encounter regularly through our work in the UK and is something we               
work hard to challenge. Infact for various reasons we found it was not as much of an issue in                   
Nicaragua. Mapping out the various narratives from England and Nicaragua we surmised that             
this could be related to notions of entitlement and intergenerational disparities in wealth.  
 

 
A group of children from one of the villages quickly filled into a perfect pyramid of their own accord for a                     
photo. 

 
Poverty is proximal to most people in Nicaragua whereas in England and the West there is a                 
more pervasive sense of entitlement, that for generations families have worked hard to earn              
their wealth that is righteously passed down/inherited. There is a toxic notion that poverty is to                

 



 

be blamed on intrinsic qualities of the poor, and we would go so far as to suggest that there is                    
an implicit socially accepted assertion that the poor deserve their poverty. Our perspective has              
always been that individuals are often victims of circumstance. Mistakes and errors that are              
made by people leading to their poverty are outcomes of fortune rather than a notion of intrinsic                 
will with complete awareness of the lifelong implications of their choices. 

 

 
Some sight seeing of one of the few active volcanoes in the world where you can see magma. 
 
We explored whether these ideas existed in Nicaragua by asking most people we met, from               
Hilton porters to street workers, what their siblings did for a living, how they were able to achieve                  
their status and qualifications, what impact religion had on their material circumstances etc.             

 



 

What he was trying to tease out was whether their opportunities were handed to them or did                 
they transcend the poverty that was the status quo for many around them.  

Much of our thoughts on development and our impact on the world was focussed on               
large scale change. Charles has been interested in policy making, nurturing a skill set that               
would empower him to do this effectively both in terms of gaining the power to be influential as                  
well as technically skilled to create effective policies. Vishal focuses his fantasies on creating              
large scale projects and communities that effect change. Seeing the work that Scott and              
Amanda do humbled our aspirations. It was clear from their lifestyles that with a bit of courage it                  
was easy to live in a manner harmonious with nature and dedicated to the happiness of others.                 
Amanda’s impact on these children’s lives and the positive ripples of her work are              
unfathomable. We felt that despite our wide reaching and ambitious aspirations we should not              
feel defeated or dejected if we fall short of them as long as at every step of the way we are in                      
some way working towards the benefit of others. However for whatever time it is open it is                 
having a positive impact and that is where the focus should lie, not on the potential that was not                   
met for various reasons.  

 

 
Charles and Vishal after an incredible trip around Nicaragua. 

 
We have been encouraged to continue our journeys towards being compassionate           

social agents of change. As new doctors we are in some way enacting this on a daily basis,                  
however we are treading a well defined role with little room for ‘going above and beyond’. We                 
reflected on wanting to be cautious of ‘moral offset’ or ‘moral complacency’ whereby one good               
action seems to alleviate the need for us to act in other areas. This project has given us the                   
opportunity to broaden our vision of our potential futures that we may never have considered.               
Furthermore it has given us the energy to work towards them. 

 



 

 

Costs 
 
 

Vishal flights £549.25 

Charles flights £549.25 

Transport to and from airports in UK - Vishal 
(taxis, trains, buses) 

£150 

Transport to and from airports in UK - 
Charles 

£150 

Donation to ASG (covering costs of 
accommodation and food) 

£420 

Internal transport £220 

Accommodation £280 

Food £240 

Donation to Proyecto Brasos Abiertos £300 

Miscellaneous purchases £130 

 
 
We decided not get a vehicle as it was impractical and more expensive than budgeted and                
would have served as a division between us and getting involved with the local communities.               
We kept a rough log of our expenditures but couldn’t obtain receipts for our transactions except                
for with our official dealings with ASG and our flights. We will attach these with our paper copies                  
of the report. As we came in under budget for our trip, we would like to donate £300 pounds                   
(and will produce a receipt for this) to Proyecto Brasos Abiertos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
Dr Charles Hand and Dr Vishal Chauhan 

 


